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Note Early Start Time!!

Our September meeting is a facility tour with a twist... Usually we take you to the facility, but this time, we bring the facility to you...
sort of.

This tour features GMB Technical's newly completed remote truck. With the interior designed by noted studio designer Martin
Pilchner, Jeffrey tells us this may be the nicest mobile truck currently based in the Northwest. We'll find out! Features include an

analog console and digital recorders, transformer split snake with a total possible 48 mic lines coming into the truck, and a 10kVA
power isolation transformer that allows the truck to run on 120v, 208v, or 240v for extreme flexibility.

Join us on Wed 9/24/08 at the West Seattle Easy Street Records. You are welcome to bring a CD with your favorite music on it to
audition inside the truck. 3-minutes maximum length. After a short introduction by Jeffrey, we'll form small groups out of the total
attendees since we all can't all fit in the truck at once! Browse the record store or network with other audio Pros until your groups

comes up! There's a coffee shop across the street and many Pubs just steps away from Easy Street (even downstairs!) if you want to
grab a pint!

n.b. The material presented at our meetings is the opinion of the presenter and not necessarily that of the Society. You are
encouraged to conduct your own research and to form your own opinions before adopting the presented material as Truth.

Our meetings are open to anyone interested in Audio. AES membership is NOT required for you to attend our meetings.
Last modified 9/7/2008.


